Suspects

Noah Cross, Norma Desmond, Norman
Bates, Harry Lime - these are a few of
nearly a hundred names that inhabit the
mind of the narrator as he starts to compose
short biographies of some of the most
famous characters in the history of film
noir. He sketches in whole lives, lives as
intense as the dreams put up on the screen.
Then these characters start to meet each
other outside the films as if they were real
people with real needs and passions. The
book is becoming a novel. The names and
faces are familiar to us - Jake Gittes from
Chinatown, Laura Hunt and Waldo
Lydecker from Laura Rick and Ilsa from
Casablanca - but is it true that Noah Cross
and Norma Desmond were lovers in the
twenties, that she and Joe Gillis had a son
who grew up to be Julian Kay in American
Gigolo? For the narrator is not merely the
author. Married to the sister of Laura Hunt,
he has a mission to carry out, a lost family
link to find, a thread to pull so that nearly
all these disparate characters come together
to form a kind of society. Suspects is the
most inspired of commentaries on film noir
and the forms of Hollywood story-telling.
It is in its way a biographical dictionary,
but it is also a dazzlingly original work of
fiction, so full of America, of an old mans
dread of loss and failure, and of a
simultaneous love and rage for these
movies that you may find its impossible
world as real and as touching as any you
have ever inhabited. Ultimately an
examination on how movies affect the way
we think and how film not only shapes our
perceptions and our memories but in some
ways comes to stand in for them, Suspects
can be read as an unsettling examination of
identity and the construction of self
through the medium of narratives, or
simply as a fascinating take on movie
fandom. Either way, its fabulous.
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Crime Suspects. Not Rated 48min Crime, Drama TV Series (2014 ) Episode Guide. 23 episodes Suspects Poster
Trailer. 1:49 Trailer. 1 VIDEO17 hours ago After making one arrest, detectives are still looking for other suspects in
connection with the shooting death of rapper XXXTentacion in anStill of Peter Greene (I) in The Usual Suspects (1995)
Still of Gabriel Byrne in The Usual Suspects (1995) Still of Kevin Spacey in The Usual Suspects (1995) TheFrom Old
French suspect, from Latin suspectus, perfect passive participle of suspicio (mistrust, suspect), from sus-, combining
form of sub (under), + specio1 day ago A suspect has been arrested in the death of rapper XXXTentacion, according to
the Broward County (Fla.) Sheriffs Department.Create animated banners to help your customers get main points and
information.The Usual Suspects (1995) Quotes on IMDb: Memorable quotes and exchanges from movies, TV series and
moreThe Usual Suspects is a 1995 American neo-noir mystery film directed by Bryan Singer and written by Christopher
McQuarrie. It stars Stephen Baldwin, GabrielHey Gang. We just posted a whole slew of Summer Tour Dates. Check
them all out and come shake it with The Suspects in a town near you!! We are playingCrime . Dan Hedaya and Chazz
Palminteri in The Usual Suspects (1995) Stephen Baldwin and Kevin Pollak in The Usual Suspects (1995) Kevin
Spacey and StephenSuspect definition, to believe to be guilty, false, counterfeit, undesirable, defective, bad, etc., with
little or no proof: to suspect a person of murder. See more.18 hours ago Eighteen alleged gang members who reportedly
kept score of shootings involving their rivals have been arrested and charged in a 41-countSuspects is a British police
procedural television series first aired on Channel 5 on 12 February 2014. Set in London, the series follows DS Jack
Weston, DCUnusual Suspects Official Site. Watch Full Episodes, Get Behind the Scenes, Meet the Cast, and much
more. Stream Unusual Suspects FREE with Your TVSuspects is a fresh, very different, and absolutely cracking drama
-Daily Mail (UK). Using improvised dialogue and filming techniques usually associated with
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